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ABSTRACT

STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE POINT 
SPREAD FUNCTION (PSF) OF A TURBULENCE 

DEGRADED IMAGING SYSTEM

M.Fatih Erden
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 

Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Gürhan Şaplakoğlu
February 1993

In tills tlicsis, the circct of atmospheric turbulence on an incoherent imag
ing systcMii is analyzed. 'I’ lie combination of the atmosphere and the imaging 
system is modelled as a linear system with a stochastic point spread function 
(PSF). ddie mean and the covariance of the PSF are evaluated and plotted for 
a variety of system parameters and atmospheric conditions. The results pre
dicted by this work are shown to be in very good agreement with experimental 
results published in the literature.

Keywords : Atmospheric turbulence, atmospheric imaging, PSF
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ÖZET

M.Fatih Erden
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 

Tez Yöneticisi: Yard. Doç. Dr. Gürhan Şaplakoğiu
Şubat 1993

Bu tezde, atmosferik türbülansın eşevresiz ( iııcolıerent ) görüntüleme sis
temleri üzerindeki etkisi analiz edilmi.^tir. Görüntüleme sistemi ile atmosfer, 
bir doğrusal stokastik nokta yayılım fonksiyonu, NYF (Point Spread Funetion, 
FSl' )̂ ile modellenmiijtir. NYF’nin ortalama değeri ve korelasyonu hesaplanıp, 
çe-ütli sistem parametreleri ve atmosfer şartları için grafikleri verilmi.5tir. Bu 
çalışmanın sonuçları, yayınlanan deneysel veriler ile çok iyi derecede uyuşmaktadır.

Anahtar Kelimeler : Atmosferik türbülans, atmosferik görüntüleme, NYF
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The resolution of an ideal, i.e., aberration free, imaging system is determined 
by tli(! si/.<! of its a|)crture stoj). Larger the size of the aperture stoj), l)etter 
the resolution. However, for atmospheric imaging systems this is not always 
the ca.se, because the atmosphere through which the waves must propagate is a 
medium with spatially and temporally varying index of refraction, which may 
have detrimental effects on the resolution.

Our irurpose in this thesis is to investigate the effects of the atmosphere on 
a general imaging system which consists of an aberration free, ideal thin lens 
of finite size.

The outline of the thesis is as follows; in the Introduction, we will state the 
major limitations of the study, notations and definitions, model of the atmo
sphere, and available methods in studying atmospheric propagation. In chapter 
2, Imaging Through The Atmosphere, the combination of the atmosphere and 
the inutging system will be modelled as a linear system with a stochastic im
pulse response function which is called Poi7it Spread Function (PSF) in optics. 
The mean, variance and covariance functions of the PSF will be obtained. In 
the 3rd chapter, these statistics will be interpreted and compared with related 
work in the literature. The thesis will be concluded in chapter 4 with an 
overview and some proposals of future work on this subject.

In the published literature, there is very little work done on imaging through 
turbulent atmosphere under incoherent illumination. Conse(|uently, the main 
results of this thesis i.e., the first and the .second order statistics of the PSF 
are original contributions. The only published literature that is clo.sely related 
to our work is [1]. It is shown in chapter 4 that, when compared with [1], the
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results obtained in this thesis is in moch closer agreement with the experimental 
data given in [2].

1.1 Assumptions

Throughout this study, it is assumed that the objects of interest either radiate 
or are illuminated by incoherent light. Such an assumption can also be made 
for an object that is illuminated by laser light, since the reflected light that 
is emitted is essentially incoherent when the scale of the irregularities of the 
object surface is large compared to the coherence length of the light beam [3].

Furthermore, the radiation (or illumination) is assumed to be monochro
matic. Practically, this assumption implies the existence of a narrow band 
fdter at the entrance aperture of the imaging system.

It is also assumed that, the scale size (i.e., correlation length) of the turbu
lence induced inhomogeneities in the index of refraction are much larger than 
the wavelength of the radiation being used. This assumption eliminates from 
consideration problems involving imaging through clouds or aerosols, for which 
the refractive index changes are sharp. This latter class of problems may be 
rcderii'd to <i.s iina(/in(] Uirough l.urbid media, wheiijas we a.re concerned here 
with inuujing through turbulent media. The clear atmosphere of the Earth is 
the ])rime example of a turbxdent medium [4].

Finally, it is assumed that, all parts of the image is subjected to the sta
tistically identical (turbulence induced) detoriation. That is, the statistics of 
the noise that distorts the image is constant throughout the image plane. A 
region satisfying the above condition is referred to as an isoylanatic patch [5]. 
In general an image may consist of several isoplanatic patches since the rays 
that form a certain portion of an inuige may have propagated through a region 
of the turbulence liaving different statistics compared to the region travelled 
by rays that form a neighboring isoplanatic patch. In the long exposure case 
(i.e., exposure time > sec.), the image is assumed to lie within a single 
isoplanatic patch since the temporal fluctuations of the turbulence average out 
any statistical differences that may exist over short time intervals. However, 
the short exposure case (i.e., exposure time < sec.) consists of several iso
planatic piitches. In [5], it is theoretically shown that the seeing limit, which 
is the resolution limit of the human eye, can resolve the ¡.soplanatic patches.



1.2 Notations and Definitions

The refracUvc index of tJie Eartli’s atinos])liere varies over space, time, and 
wavelength [4] and can be expressed as.

n{r,t,X) = Ho{r,t,X) +  7ii (?·,<, A) ( 1.1)

where is the deterministic (nonrandom) portion of n, whereas iii repre.sents 
random (luctuations of n about the mean value Uo- For typical values of U[, 
|«i|<<î'ü  [d].

The deterministic part of the refractive index varies very slowly with time, 
consequently the time dependence of 71q can be ignored. Furthermore, the 
turbulent eddies of the atmosphere have a range of scale sizes much larger 
than the optical wavelengths, hence the wavelength dependence of nj can also 
be ignored,

7t('r, /., A) =  770(7·, A) +  77,1(7·, t) (1.2)

Since the time required for light to propiigate through the atmosphere is 
only small fraction of the temporal fluctuation time of the random refractive 
index component 77i, the time dependence of 77i can be suppressed. When tem- 
[)oral properties are of interest in a given problem, they can be taken into ac
count by invoking the frozen twbulence hypothesis [4] (also known as Taylor’s 
hypothesis), which assumes th<it a given realization of the random structure 
77i drifts across the meiisurement aperture with constant velocity (determined 
by the local wind conditions).

Assuming monochromatic radiation and accepting that no is essentially 
constant over the region of our propagation experiment, the refractive index 
can be further simplified as.

77(7·) =  77o +  771(7·) (1.3)

The statistics of (1.3) is well documented in literature [4]. In our calcu-
hitions, we will often use the spatial autocorrelation function of 77] which is

?

defined iis,
Fu(?“i ,?“2) =  E[ni{fi)ni{r-2)] (1.4)

When 77i is spiitially stationary in three-dimensional space, we say that it is 
statisticidly homogeneous, and its autocorrehvtion function takes the sim])ler 
form

r , i ( 7· )  =  A’ [77i (7" i ) 77i ( 7” i -  7“)] (1.5)

3



If Hi is also assumed to be statistically isotropic in addition to homogeneity, 
the autocorrelation function comes out to be only a function of |7~|.

The |)ower spectral density of ui is the three-dimensional Fourier transform 
of (1.5),

where ¡1 — (kx, k, j, kz) is the wavenumber vector and may be regarded as a 
vector of spatial frequencies with units of radians per meter.

1.3 Atmospheric Model

At optical frequencies the refractive index of air is given by [4] 

n =  I +  77.C(1 +  7.52 x x lO ·' (1.7)

where A is tlie wavelength of light in micrometers, P is the atmospheric pressure 
in millibars, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. Throughout the literature, it 
is mentioned that the variatiojis of n with respect to P is negligible compared 
to the variations with respect to T. Consequently, the random fluctuations of 
tlie refractive index ?).i, is cau.sed predominantly by the temperature induced 
inhomogeneities.

Temi)erature inducixl inhomogeneities result in refractive index inhomo
geneities, called turbulent eddies, wliich may be seen as packets of air, each 
with a characteristic refractive index. The power spectral density, of a ho
mogeneous turbulence, nia.y also be regarded as a measure of the relative abun
dance of eddies with dimensions Lx = 'Ix/kx  ̂ Ly =  27r/ACy, and Lz — 2'kI kz- 
When the turbulence is isotropic, is a function of only one wavenumber
ic, which may be considered as related to eddy size L through L =  27t/ k [4].

Ts.king the classic work of Kolmogorov [6] as the basis for modelling turbu
lence, th(i ])ower spectral density has the general shape shown in Figure
1. 1.

For very small /c (very large scale sizes), the mathematical form for 4>,i is 
not predicted by the theory, as the geographic and meteorological conditions 
are of great im])ortance in this region.

l‘\)r K larger than some critical wavenumber «o, <I>,i is assumed to be in 
the inertial subrau(jc of the spectrum, where the form of is well defined.



Figure 1.1: Power spectral densities of

Referring to KoluK)gurov’.s work, the form of <1>„ in the inertial subrange is 
given by

<1)„(k) =  0.033C,^K“ " / ' ’ ( 1 .8)

where 6’,̂  is called the structure constant of the refractive index fluctuations 
and serves as a measure of the strength of the turbulence. A detailed summary 
of Kolmogorov’s derivation of <hn(«) can be found in [7].

When K is beyond another critical value k„i, <h„ is assumed to drop rapidly. 
Tatarski includes the rapid decay of <h„ for k > k„i by use of the analytical 
model ^

<!>„(«) =  0.033C';|K-‘ ' / " e x p ( ^ )  (1.9)

However, the two spectra given above have nonintegrable poles at the origin. 
This contradicts with the physical reality because, as mentioned above, the 
power spectrid density for homogeneous and isotropic medium may also be 
regarded as a measure of the relative abundance of eddies with dimensions 
27t/«:, so the nonintegrable poles at the origin means infinite amount of eddies 
with infinite sizes. However, there is finite amount of air that surrounds the 
Earth. Consequently, there cannot be infinite number of air packets having
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extremely large dimensions. This defect is remedied by another model known 
as the x)on Kdrmdn specti'tim, which is expressed as

0.03:{(7,: , -K \
Kl )· ( 1. 10)

1.4 Solution of the Wave Equation in a Tur
bulent Medium

Having characterized the statistical properties of the refractive index inhomo
geneities in the atmosphere, the effects of these inhomogeneities on the electro
magnetic wave propagation are now considered. Specifically, the propagation 
of a monochromatic electromagnetic wave through the Earth’s atmosphere will 
be investigated. The refractive index of the atmosphere will be assumed to be 
of the form as given in (1.3).

The atmosphere is assumed to have constant magnetic ])ermeability ¡x, but 
space variant dielectric constant e. Hence, using Maxwell’s equations, the wave 
equation, valid in any source-free region, can be written as.

-1- {— yË + 2V[/̂ ’.V//i.(?),)] = 0 ( 1. 11)

where /f is the electric field, v is the velocity of light, n is the position dependent 
refractive index (1.3).

The last term in this equation introduces coupling between the three com
ponents of E, and thus corresponds to a depolarization term. It has been well 
established by past work that in the visible region of the spectrum, this term 
is completely negligible cuid Ccui be replaced by zero [7]. Thus ( 1.11) can be 
simplified to,

V 'E  + i— f E ^ O  ( 1 .12)

This equation is different from the conventional wave equation only through 
the fact tliat in the coefficient of the second term is a random function of 
position r.

Since all the three components of the electric field obey the same wave 
equation, the vector equation can be replaced by a scalar equation.

V^U + = 0

6
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where U can represent oi‘ Eĵ .

At this i)oint and hereafter, the mean refractive index tiq is assumed to be 
unity, wliich is a very good approximation for tlie ca.se of atmosplieric optical 
propa,gation.

An exact solution of (1.13) is not possible, however, several perturbation 
solutions exist. These can be obtained in two ways. One is to expand U in a 
series with decreasing magnitudes.

U = Uo + Ui + U-̂  + (1.14)

and solve (1.14) for the first few terms. In the other method, the same technique 
is applied to the exponent of U;

u = 0 +  'I* 1 +  2 "f· ■ ■ ■ ) (1.15)

These techniques are referred to as Born and Rylov a])j)roximations respec
tively.

In Born ai^proximation, the solution for the first 2 terms of the series in 
( 1.14) can be obtained [8]. Consequently, the field can be written as i /  = (Jo + 
U\. However, the theoretical results obtained using the Born approximation 
are not in agreement with the experimental data when the field is represented 
by the first two terms. The theory is supposed to match the experimental data 
better when the number of the terms in the series given in ( 1.14) increases, 
however, this increases the complexity of the problem considerably.

1.4.1 Rytov Ti'ansformation

It has been demonstrated experimentally that the Rytov approximation, unlike 
the Born a]:>proximation, gives fairly accurate results in propagation problems. 
Consc<iuently, the results of the Rytov method will be u.sed throughout this 
thesis. As mentioned previously, in the Rytov method,the field is represented 
with the help of an auxiliary function via

V{v) =  e;cp[l'(i·)] (I.IC)

A series solution is obtained for ' (̂r“). Using the closed form expressions for 
and 'I'l, the field is approximated as i / =  e.x’p('io +  'i'i)· This technique, known 
as the Rytov approximation of the first kind, is widely used in propagation 
problems. There are several theoretical and experimental evidences [8], [4]



wliicli show that for proj^agatioii problems, the Rytov approximation of the 
first kind is superior to the solution when the field is represented by the first 
two terms of the Born approximation.

When the Rytov approximation of the first kind was first developed, it 
apjieared to yield results in quite good agreement with all the available exper
imental data, which had been taken over propagation paths of less than 1 km 
in the atmosi)here. However, when the experiments were performed using hor
izontal propagation paths much greater than 1 km, it was found that [9] the 
experimental data deviated significantly from the theoretical results obtained 
by using the Rytov approximation of the first kind. In particular, it was found 
that, for the Kolmogorov model of the atmosphere, if the propagation path 2 
is such that the condition [9]

aj =  > 0.3

is satisfied, the Kytov aiiproximation of the first kind is no longer valid. This 
situation is remedied by including 'i'2 in the expression for the field solution.

However the Rytov method is analytically suitable only for finding basic 
field solutions like ])lane wave and spherical wave propagation. For problems in
volving the propagation of general fields, several methods are available. Among 
them are the Markov aj)proximation and the Extended Hugens-Fresnel princi
ple.

The Markov approximation is good for giving acceptable results over long 
paths up to the second order moment of the wave propagating through the 
turbulent media, but it is quite messy for the fourth and higher order field 
moments. Moreover, these fourth and higher order field moments cannot l)e 
solved in closed form using the Markov approximation [8].

1.4.2 Extended Hugens-Fresnel Principle

The Hugens-Fresnel principle states that the field due to some cirbitriiry com
plex disturbance specified over an aperture can be computed for propagation 
distances that are large compared with tlie size of the aperture, by superim
posing spherical wavelets that radiate from all elements of the aperture. This 
principle can be extended to an inhomogeneous random medium, which is than 
referred to as Extended Hugens-Fresnel principle. Extended Hugcns-Fresnel 
principle follows directly from Hugens-Fresnel principle and a field reciprocity
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Uieorein Uiat relates the observation and source points of splierical waves prop
agating in turbulent media [10].

Using the Extended Ilugens-Fresnel principle, the field U{p) at an obser
vation point p due to an arbitrary complex disturbance Ua {p ) can be written 
as

J  KP^vWA{p)d^V (1.17)
where the integration is carried out over the aperture, k is the optical wavenum
ber, p) and p are transv<irs(! coordinate vectors in the aperture and observation 
planes respectively, finally, h[p,p)  is the field of a spherical wave at point p, 
propagating from a point source located at p . The above equation is valid for 
optical projiagation for wliich the scattered field varies slowly over a wavelength 
for all propagation distances of interest, and for sufficiently small scattering an
gles [10].

The expression for h{p^p) under paraxial conditions is given by,

h{p,p)  =  z~Uxp[jkz +   ̂ +  'i'(p,p')] (1.18)

where z is the distance between the object plane and the aperture stop. The 
function 'if{p,p) describes the elfects of the inhomogeneous medium on the 
propagation of a spherical waves more specifically, 'if{p ,p) represents the tur
bulence' indiicexl log a.m|)litudo and |)hase perturbation of the field at p from a 
point source at p . Rytov approximation is used to determine 'h{p,p).

Unliloi the Hytov a.pproxitnation of the first kind, the term 'k(p,p ) i.s mod
elled as

^{p,p)  = ^o{p,p)  +  '1'i (77,p ) + 'Ü2ip,p)· (1.19)

Up to the second order in Ui, the addition of 'if2ip,p)  makes the solution of the 
propagating wave conserve energy, predict the correct average field magnitude 
and give correct phase statistics [11]. One more advantage of adding ' 2̂{p,p)  
is that, the Extended Hugens-Fresnel principle yields correct results in strong 
turbulence regime [8].

On the basis of this principle, the geometry of the problem i.e., the aper
ture field distribution, can be separated from the propagation problem, which 
is determined by the propagation of a spherical wave through the turbulent 
medium. For this reason, the integral equation form (1.17) is quite good for 
optical a.j)pIications, and h{p,p)  can be interpreted as the spatial impulse re
sponse of the system. Using this interpretation, all the higher order moments 
of li{p,p) can be obtained in closed form, utilizing the higher order moments 
of 'a{p,p).



Ill view of these advantages, the Extended Hugens-Fresnel principle is cho
sen as the preferred method in calculating and interpreting the higher order 
field moments.

As mentioned in the very beginning of this chapter, in this thesis, the mean 
and covariance functions of the PSF of a turbulence degraded imaging system 
under incoherent illumination are determined and interpreted. To the best of 
our knowledge, these results are original and have not appeared in the literature 
previously. The only published literature that is closely related to our work 
is [1]. It is shown in chajiter 4 that, when compared with [1], the results 
obtained in this thesis is in modi closer agreement with the experimental data 
given in [2].
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Chapter 2

IMAGING THROUGH 
TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE

As iDeiitionccl in the Inl/roducLion, this thesis is concerned with the problem 
of imaging an extended object through the turbulent atmosphere. For this 
purpose, the model shown in Figure 2.1 will be u.sed.

In the configuration shown in Figure 2.1, the object is located at a distance 
of d| nud,(us from a thin |)ositive lens of focal length / ,  and the resulting image 
is located (1-2 meters at the opposite side of the lens.

The distanc(!s di, dz and the focal length /  are related l.)y the well known 
imaging condition;

I 1 1
( 2 . 1)_L i_ _ 1

The medium between the image plane and the pupil plane is considered 
to be turbulence free, and the turbulent medium between the object and the 
lens is characterized by tlie power spectral density of the index of refraction 
fluctuations <I>,i given in (1.10).

11



object pliuic >iiP) image plane

TURBULENT MEDIUM

z = -clj z = 0

Figure 2 .1: Inuig'mg system model used in tins thesis

z =

2.1 Impulse Response of an Incoherent At
mospheric Imaging System

Referring to Figure 2.1 , let g-dy{i)) be the complex field distribution at the 
z — —di plane. To find the field distribution just before the pupil plane, the 
Extended Hugens-Fresnel principle (1.17) is used (The terms that don’t depend 
on the transviu'se coordinates will only have a scaling elfect on the resulting 
expressions, consequently, for simplicity they will be omitted in the rest of this 
work.);

(Jo- (p) = J dp'(J-di  ̂ (2.2)

which is related to the complex Field distribution just after the pupil plane via,

(Jo+{p) = <jo-{p)lp{ph (2.3)

where tp[p) is the pupil function, and e  ̂ is the complex amplitude trans
mittance function of the thin lens.

As the medium between the pupil plane and the image plane is assumed to 
be turbulent free, the image i)lane field distribution can easily be found by.

. -A(Jdz [p) = <7o+ * e "‘'2

where, (*) represents the convolution operation.

12
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Using the inuiging condition (2.1), and combining (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) 
yields after some algebra, an expression that relates the image plane field dis
tribution to the object |)la.ne distribution [5]

where.

lip) = j  <k> '^^-d,{p)h{p,p) (2.5)

(2.(i)

(Iz 
~  cl.

(2.7)

ud̂ iP) ^(/dAP)^~^^^ (2.8)

d, iP) =  (J-d,{-—) e ' ' ^ ^m (2.9)

In (2.5) the coordinate 7/  is measured using the image scale, i.e., it corre
sponds to the location of the object on the image plane.

Since (/_,/, (;7) is an incoherent field, it is physically meaningful to consider 
only its intensity distribution [13]. Using the incoherence property of the field, 
and assuming that the atmospheric turbulence and the field distributions are 
statistically indej)endent, the intensity distribution at the image plane is found 
to be,

id-Av) = = Ĵ -di{p)\Kpyp)\̂  (‘̂ -10)
where, hj{p,p)  =  \l>{p,p)\̂  is defined as the impulse response of the atmo
spheric imaging system usually referred to as the Point Spread Punction (PSF).

Consequently, analyzing the effects of the turbulent atmosphere on the 
imaging system boils down to a linear filtering problem as shown in Figure 
2.2. The intensity distribution of the object is considered as the input, and 
the intensity distribution of the image is considered as the output of the filter 
whose ( spatial ) impnl.se response is hj[p,f))\

^^■l{PlP)— J j  ̂ P̂” ̂ vip')^pip' + (P -~m)
( 2. 11)

where hi(p,p)  represents the field at p resulting from a point source located 
at p with scaled image |)lane source coordinate p .

13



İh.( P')

Figure 2.2: Linear filler model of the imaging system and the atmosphere

2.2 Statistical Averages of the Impulse Re
sponse

Note that (2.11) repre.seuts tlie combined effects of tlie atmosphere and the 
imaging system. Consequently, the impulse response is a random quantity. 
Hence, it is meaningful to talk only about its statistical averages. In the rest 
of this study, the first and the second order statistics of the impulse response 
are determined.

2.2.1 Mean of the Impulse Response

Using the above definition of the impulse response of the optical imaging sys
tem, and observing that is the only random variable in (2.1 1 ), the mean of 
the impulse response is,

jni‘ d p jf\  = I  ‘h-i" J
(2.12)/ /

The statistical average E[e'^̂ ’̂ >-m)] was evalucited in [10]. Substi
tuting this result into (2 . 12) yields.

E[k]{f>pp)] — J  dp J  dp LJi)")L*(i)")e ■'•'2'

dl dii K^n(K)ll -Jotl\p” - p "  \k )] ^ 2. 13)

wliere <lhi(«;) is as defined in ( 1.6).

It is seen from (2.13) that the mean function depends only on the difference

14



position (|jm)

Figure 2.3: Mean of the PSF as a function of position =  10"'®
D — 0.2 7/i, A =  550 nm, ¿2 =  2.052 777, 2: =  5 km, acq =  27t/3, K,n =  2960, and 
7u = 1/77)

between p and p . i.e.,

=  Elkiip-p')] (2.H)

'riius, it is sufficient to evaluate (2.13) for p =  0. Moreover, for a circular 
pupil function of diameter D, it can be shown that (see Appendix A), the 
mean function depends only on p =  |p|, and is given by;

Elh,(„)\ = F  dee 7„ (| f e)(cos--J -  i p  -  (%?)
J 0

fg dl JJ° dκκ<l·n{̂ :)ll-Jo(leκ)] (2.15)

The mean of the impulse response as a function of p for typical system and 
turbulence parameters is shown in Figure 2.3.
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2.2.2 Correlation of the Impulse Response

Using (2.J1), the correhition function of hi[p,p)  can be written as,

l‘■̂ [hI{p,p)lı■I{PA,Py )̂] -  I  j  " j  ^̂P "' J
t . , j m  / / / / / .

i À p ) t ; { f ) t A f ' K { p ...)
F

wlierre

F =  (2.17)

Using the results obtained in Appendix B, the function F is evaluated in 
Appendix C, and it is expressed as;

(2.18)

wliere

/e = 2 -  M l\if -  p '"\k ) -  Ml\p"" -  p..|/c)

-  1) + K p " -  p" ) l · ' - )

- J „ ( | ^ ( Z - l ) H - l ( p " - p ...)|«)

+ M \ ^ ^ { t - l )  + t { p " ' - p ... )|«) (2.19)

(2.16)

It is impossible to progress analytically to simplify the correlation function 
further. It is also practically impo.ssible to numerically evaluate the correlation 
function using this exi)iession, because it takes time on the order of several 
jnonths to obtain the numerical results. For these reasons, the correlation 
function is further manipulated.

Looking at (2.18), it can be observed that the function F consists of several 
expressions containing the integral l {a,0)  where,

n
oo

d7c/c$„(/i)Jo(|«i +  /^|«) (2.20)

By choosing a and |)roperly, (2.18) can be expressed in terms of I. Conse- 
(|uently, approximating / would simplify the numerical evaluation of the corre
lation function. Using the von Karman spectrum (1.10) for 4>,i(ac) and defining 
a new intiigral variable as n — (2.20) can be written as.

o.oaoc, /·· „ .
«0

(2 .21)
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where

and

</[7 (0 ] =  /Jo
(Ik  k -

, - / t 2 /( A v r n /« o ) ^

(ac'̂  +

7 (¿) =  \at +  \̂ko

(2.22)

(2.23)

After iiuinerically evaluating (2.22) as a function of 7 , a polynomial fit can 
be found for (/,

(2.24)</ (7 ) =  Zv ^2 I „2t ^ l T + P i
where, the values for Vi and pi are given in Appendix D. Using (2.24) in (2.20) 
and evaluating /  dt analytically (see Appendix D), the correlation function is 
obtained as,

i [̂Ih {p ,p ) i>-i {pa ,pa)] = J J J ^̂p 'J f / ' "  ) - ( p  - / '  ) H v a - V a ) \ v - V  )]

t r { p X { p ' ) i Á f y ; { p ... )

where

/ . =  2 / ; ( 0, 0) - / ; ( p " - / ' , 0) - / ; ( r - P ... , 0)

+//(/>" -  P"  +
_ im i

- I f { p  - p  +

7 ( ' ■ ·" '  ■ ·" "  I- I f [ p  - P  +

+  //(p  - p  +

I f { a J )  is the function that properly fits I { a J )  (see Appendix D).

p - P a P - P a >1

m  ’ 771 /

t 1
p - P a p ' d L )

m  ’ 771 f

v ' - p 'a P - P a \
771 ’ 771 /

/ 7

p P - P a \
771 ’ 771 '

(2.26)

It is possible now to numerically evaluate the correlation function, io  speed 
up the iiuinerical calculation, the integral variables of the correlation expiession 
are modified. The steps and the modified ex])ression for the actual form of the 
correhition function used in numerical calculations is shown in Appendix L. 
The plots of the variance and correlation functions are given in chapter 3.

(2.25)
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Chapter 3

RESULTS

In this chapter, the first and the second order statistics of the PSF derived in 
Chapter S, will be interpreted and compared witli related work in the literature.

3.1 Effect of on the Mean Function

In section 1.3, the structure constant of the refractive index fluctuations, 
was introduced as a measure of the strength of turbulence. Experimental evi
dence [8], [7] point out that, ranges between and with these
values corresponding to exceptionally clear and extremely turbulent conditions 
respectively.

In Figure 3.1, the mean function, E[h{p,p )], as given in (2.15) is plotted 
for different values. It is observed that when (i.e., the strength of tur
bulence) increases, the peak values decrease and the spread increases. The 
increase in the spread with increasing turbulence strength is logical since, ob
viously an imaging system operating at higher levels of turbulence will produce 
a more blurred image compared to diffraction limited systems. The increase 
in the spread can be ob.served more easily in Figure 3.4, which shows the same 
PSF’s plotted in Figure 3.1, with normalized peak values.

Another observation that can be made is the areas under the PSF’s shown 
in Figure 3.1. Note that, the curves as depicted in Figure 3.1 are single di
mensional, since they represent a rotationally symmetric impulse response. 
Consequently, the pliysically meaningful area under the PSF is / dppE[\h{p)\],

18



Figure ;U : The mean of the PSF for diíferent paramelevs (D =  0.2 m,
A =  5507í-m, (k =  2.052 77i, 2: =  5 km, kq -  27t/3 , =  2960, and m = 1/77)

i.e., the volume under the 2-D PSF. Calculation of this volume for each PSF 
yields a constant Vcdue. This fact can also be seen analytically. Using (A .l), 
the mean function can be written as (assuming a source point at the origin i.e.,

P =  0),
=  (3.1)

where is the two dimensional hUnrier transform operator and,

ii(p") =  I  ^  _  £) (3 2)

From the properties of Fourier Transform, we know that

J  dpk{p) =  7'’ [//.(p)]/^o

Combining (3.3) with (3.1), we obtain

I  dp E[k,{p)] = Xd2fl{0) =  Xd21 d f i (3.4)

As a result of (3.4), the area of the mean function comes out to be invariant 
under C/ and is directly j)roportional to the area of the aperture stop. Ihis 
means that, the total intensity that comes from a point source located at the
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origin, is directly proportional to the area of the aperture stop of the imaging 
system.

This conclusion is consistent with our assumptions, in particular with the 
j)araxial approximation which was used throughout this thesis. Physically, 
paraxial approximation states that, all the rays emitted by the source are 
assumed to be travelling close to the z-axis even in strong turbulence regime, 
lienee, exactly the same ])ortion of the rays emitted by the source are captured 
by the lens of our imaging system regardless of the strength of turbulence, as 
long as tlie width of the PSP is sufficiently small so that it can be contained 
fully in the image plane. For practical systems, this latter condition is usually 
met.

The fact that the area of the PSP is constant for a fix aperture diameter Z?, 
im|)lies that the peak values of the PSP will be inversely proportional to the 
turbulence strength. In Figure 3.2 , the peak values of the mean functions are 
shown as a function of C,̂ . This plot shows that taking (7,̂  between 10“ *̂  and 
10“ *̂  will be enough to model the strength of turbulence of the atmosphere, 
since outside these limits the variation in (7,̂  do not effect the PSP. This result 
exactly matches the published results in the literature [8], [7].

3.2 Resolution of the Optical System

In the JnLroduction, it had been pointed out that, ideally, the resolution of 
an aberration-free optical system is only a function of the size of the optical 
elements. It has also been pointed out that the medium through which the 
waves propagate may not be optically perfect, which will drastically effect the 
resolution. In this section, the resolution of the optical system in the presence 
of turbulence is discussed.

We will use the following resolution measure;

/
OO

J o
(3.5)

wliere is the normalized Fourier transform (OTP) of 77[/t/(p)]. This
measure is used in [4] in connection with a coherent imaging system. We will 
use it here for our incoherent imaging system, since the physical implications 
of the measure in botli cases are identical, viz, it is a measure of the volume 
under the normalized mean functions. Using the above resolution definition, 
the plot in hfigure 3.3 is obtained. This plot shows the resolution as a function
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Figure 3.2 : Peak values of the inecin of PSF’s as a function of (D =  0.2 m, 
A =  550i).;n, (I2 =  2.052i7i, 2: =  bkm, Kq =  27t/3 , - 2960, and m — l/7 7 j

of flic diaincfer of flic i)ii|)il fiincfioii, for a fix 6*,̂ .

The plof ill Figure 3.3 quantitatively confirms the statement that was made 
in the heginning of this section, viz the drastic effects of the turbulence on the 
imaging systems. hVoiii tlie figure it is observed that increasing the diameter 
increases the resolution up to a maximum value of D. This maximum value, 
fdmax) i« ‘1· function of 6’,̂ . iiicrcasiiig D abovc Dmax (locs iiot iiicreasc the 
resolution siguificaiitly, and eventually, the resolution saturates to a fixed value. 
As a result, in the presence of turbulence, increasing the size of the aperture 
above D„iax, which significantly increases the cost of the system, gains nothing 
in terms of resolution.

In the previous section, the volume under the PSF for different values, 
was shown to be constant for a fix aperture diameter D. Consequently, the 
area can be thought of as a measure indicating the average intensity of the 
captured image. Consequently, disregarding this information, an indication 
about the resolution of the system can also be gained by normalizing the peak 
values of the PSF’s and looking at the widths of the resulting functions
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Figure 3.3: R (3.5) ns a function of Diameter for different values 
(\ = 550 nm, d'z = 2.052 m, z =  5krn, kq =  27t/3 , k„i =  2960, and m =  1/77)

For thi.s i)urpo.se, a new resolution measure is used;

"  “  Jdvp^Hp)

which mathematically yields a value proportional to the spread of a function.

Figure 3.5 shows R' as a function of C .̂ This plot shows the effect of 
turbulence strength on the resolution of the system. It is also observed that 
C'/ ranges between 10“ ’  ̂ and 10“ '̂̂  as deduced previously.

It is also of interest to look at the variation of R’ as a function of the 
diameter of the aperture stop. This is plotted in Figure 3.6, which shows very 
similar characteristics to Figure 3.3. Hence, the same arguments nuide for 
Figure 3.3 can also be applied to Figure 3.6.

3.3 Effect of Kq and km

In section 1.3, the von Kdrnidn spectrum was given as the most suitable model 
for the power spectral density of the random fluctuations of the atmosphere.
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position (jjm)

Figure 3.4: NonnaUzecl means of PSF for different values (D =  0.2 m, 
A =  550?»/;., ¿2 =  2.0.52?//,, 2 = 6 km, ko =  27t/3 , =  2960, and m ^1/77)

In tlii.s model, there are 3 important pcvrameters, namely Ko, Km inid C'n» which 
are necessary in modelling the atmosphere.

Thronghont the numerical calculations, it was observed that k„i had no 
significant effect on the results. This is because the magnitude of 4>„(k) comes 
very close to zero when k increases up to k„i.

However, the effect of Kq was found to be significant throughout this thesis. 
In order to show its effect on the results two important plots are given in Figure 
3.7 and 3.8.

In Figure 3.7 the mean of the PSF is plotted as a function of position for 
different ./;i parameters, where

;ri -
z c i

V ko
5/3 (.3.7)

It is observed that wlien increases (which can also be caused by decreasing 
Ko), the peak values of the mean function and the resolution of the system 
decreases. This behavior can easily be seen from (3.7), since decreasing Kq for 
a fixed is equivalent to increasing Cf, (i.e., increasing turbulence strength) 
for a fixed Kq.
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Figure 3.5: R'. (3.6) ns n function of (D — 0.2 ??i, A =  550??.m, d-z =  2.052 ?ri, 
z =  5 krn, kq =  27t/3 , Km =  2960, and m =  l/7 7 j

In Figure 3.8, the mean of the PSF is shown as a function of position for 
different xz parameters, where

xz = Dko (3.8)

The effect observed in I'̂ igure 3.7 is also observed in this figure. In other words, 
when Xz increases (which can also result from increasing kq), the peak values 
of the mean function and the resolution of the .system increases.

As kq is roughly proportional to 47t/ / i, where h is the height above the 
ground, the above conclusion seems contradictory, because decreasing ko im
plies imaging at higher altitudes which is known to increase resolution. How
ever, it should be noted that, is very much dependent on h, hence the 
combined effects of and Ko as h is increased, is a significant imjn’ovement 
on resolution.
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Figure 3.6: l i  (3.6) as a function of Diameter for different values 
('A =  550n?n, d-2 = 2.052771, z =  5 Arm, kq =  2tt/3, K,n =  2960, and m =  1/71)

3.4 Shape of the Mean Function

II, is also of iiitcresi, t,o find an aiialyUcally simple curve that fits the mean 
functions for a given In the literature, the usual Gaussian function is
widely u.sed to model the PSF. However, a function of the form offers
a better numerical fit. Both of these functions are shown in Figure 3.9.

It is also worth analyzing, how the constants oj and in changes
with respect to C/. The constant oj is not important, because it only effects 
the scaling of the expression. The dependence of U2 on Cl is given by the 
following expression;

=  a{77iy· (3.9)

where

and m =

1 -  0.2412m
3^0.1242 +  0.0288m -  O.OlSlm^ ) (3.10)

IQ-*'
Cl Equation (3.10) was obtained by numerical techniques.
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Figure 3.7: Mean of PSF a.s a function of ])o.sitioii for different x’ l values

XIO
rA

Figure 3.8: Mean of PSF as a function of position for different X2 values
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l''igure ;5.9: Curves which fit to meein o[ the I^SF D =  0.2 m,
A =  SGO ui/t, (I'i =  2.0527/i, 2: =  bkrn, kq =  27t/3 , k„i =  2960, <ind m =  l/7 7 j

3.5 Effect of the Exposure Time

As pointed out ill section 1.1, all the analysis done in this work is true in a 
])articula.r region of the image plane formed by the rays which have propagated 
through the same locally homogeneous and isotropic part of the atmosphere. 
These regions of the image plane which have been subjected statistically to the 
same detoriation are called isoplanatic patches.

In the short-exposure case, the object is considered to lie within a number 
of isoplanatic patches. However, in [5] it is shown that under typical turbulent 
conditions, tlic seeing limit can resolve the i,soplanatic j^atches. This means 
that the dilferent portions of the inuige that lie in different isoplanatic patches 
can be identified. So, the analysis for the short-exposure case (i.e., existence 
of a number of isoplanatic patches) boils down to analyzing each isoplanatic 
patch using the techinipies developed in this thesis.

In the long-cx])osure case, because of the time ¿weraging, the image consists 
of a single isoplanatic patch. So, the tools developed in this thesis can directly 
be applied to the long-exposure case.
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To suiiiinarize, the main clifFerence between the short-exposure and the 
loiig-<ixposuro cases are tlie number of isoplanatic patches that constitutes tlie 
image. However, this diirerence creates no ])roblem, and with a little care, the 
analysis proposed in this thesis can b(! applied to both of these cases.

3.6 Variance of the System

In this section, an expression for the variance of the PSF is derived. Using the 
correlation expression (E.6) and the mean expression in (2.13), the following 
ex|)ression for the variance is obtained by setting p = p  ̂ =  0 and p =  pA]

- ) ф;Ь>\р -f> +i> -V )J

wher:e

Vip) =  f  dp /  dp f  dp f  dp

.. )

f . =  I f i P " - p " \ 0 ) - I j i p - p ... ,6)

- i f { p ' - i \ 0) +  i f i p ' - p ... ,0)

(3. 11)

and
« \ -r / II I II  \ T / _ п ш  —V/„, =  27/(0,0) - //(p  - p  ,0)- If{p - p  ,0)

d’he function Ij[(x  ̂P) is (hdined in (D.5).

(3.12)

(3.13)

To simplify the numerical calculations, the covariance function was calcu
lated using the modiii(xl version of the correlation function given in (E.C). The 
result of this calculation is shown in Figure 3.10.

Observation of Figure 3.10 and Figure 2.1 reveals that the noise power (i.e., 
the variance) is maximum when the signal level (i.e., the mean) is maximum, 
and it decreases when the signal level starts to decay.

3.7 Covariance of the System

The covariance function is defined as

С{р,р',Рл,Рл) = Р̂ [1ч {р , р )1>1{рл,Ра )] -  ¡4I î {p p̂ )]^U^i {Pa ,Pa )]
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Figure Variance vs \p\, (p  = pA , p  =  p^  =  0, 6’,̂  =  lO"'·’', D — 0.2m,
A =  550?i7ir, di — 2.052 7?t, z =  bkm, Kq — 27t/3 , Hm =  2960, ixnd m =  I I'll)

Using the equations (2.13) and (2.25) together with (D.5), an expression for 
^{PiP iPaiPa ) obtained;

C{P.P\Pa ,Pa ) =  f d p " S d p " ' j d p " j d p ...

U p y ; { p l t A p y ; { p ... )

-3-̂ [(p-P )-(p"-p")+(PA-PA)-iP ' -P...)]/ . . //// /////.

pSm ( pit(e·''̂  -  1)

where

J !  - H U
I I  I I

Ij{p -  p +

- h i P "  - P .....+

-lj{p - p  +
/  _ / / /  __/////

-^hip ~ P  +

P -i^A )
m 'm ’

P - P a p‘ - P a \
m 'm ’

. . p - P a )
?/l ’

/ !
. '' - f ’A

m ’
L z E i )

7/1 /

and
u  =  2 //(0 ,0) -  Jj{p' -p' ,0)  -  I j { f - p ...,0)

The covariance function is ])lotted for several cases which are sliown in figures 
3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 ( Tlie modified version of the correlation function given in

n il m il
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Figure 3.11: Coviinancc v.s \p\, (p — —pA, p =  p  ̂ =  0, (7,̂  =  10 D =  0.2 m, 
A =  550 nm, (li =  2.052 7/i, z =   ̂km, ko =  27t/3 , =  2960, and m =  i/7 7 j

(E.6) is used in order to get the plots). In Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 the 
covariance function is plotted as a function of a single variable.

Figure 3.11 shows the covariance as a function of |p| when p — —pA 
p =  =  0. In other words, both of the object coordinates are set to zero, and,
the distance between the image coordinates are varied. As seen from the figure, 
the covariance function is maximum when |p| =  0 (i.e.,when the points in the 
image plane are coincident), and starts to decrease when |p| increases (i.e., 
the distance between p and pA increases). This is an expected result because 
of the definition of the covariance function, viz, it shows that, the correlation 
between two observation points starts to decrease when the distance between 
tlie observation j)oints on the image plane increases.

The above comment also applies to Figure 3.12 which shows the covariance 
as a function of |p | when p — ~Pa ■̂iid p — pA — 0. That is, the correlation 
between the observation points located at fixed distances from each other, 
starts to decrease when the distance between the source points on the object 
plane increases.

Figure 3.13 shows the covariance as a function of p =  —pA when p and p^
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xlO-3

Distance (jjm)

Figure 3.12: Coviinnncc vs |/;|, (p =  —Pa , P =  Pa =  0> =  iO“ *®, D =  0.2m,
A — 5 5 0 (Iz — 2.052?ii, 2: =  5krn, «o =  27t/3 , k,u =  29C0, and m =  l/7 7 j

are fixed. Tlu.s figure irKlicatc.s that the covariance function i.s inaxiinurn when 
p =  is ill between p and Pa - In other words, the noise is maximum in tlie 
image plane, at that point, which corresponds on the object plane to the point 
in the middle of the source points.
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-̂15re 3.13: Covurhwce vs |;3|, (p and are fixed, p — Pa , Cn — 10 >
D =  0.277?., A =  550 777??, d'2 =  2.052 ?'?7, z =  bkni, kq — 2Trf3, k„i =  2960, and 
rn -  I 1 1 1 )
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Chapter 4

CONCLUSION

In this thesis, the mean and tlie covariance functions of the point spread func
tion (PSl'^), of a turbulence degraded incoliereut imaging system, are deter
mined and inter])reted. As far as the previously published literature is con
cerned, the results obtained throughout this work are original.

In i)articular, we were unable to find any material on the covariance or 
variance of a turbulence degraded PSF. A rather old reference exists [1] for 
the optical transfer function (OTF) of a turbulence degraded imaging system. 
Since OTF is the Fourier transform of PSF, this result is directly related to our 
work. For i)urposes of comparison, the results of the above cited work together 
with the results of an experiment performed by [2], is compared in Figure 4.1 
with the OTF predicted by our theory. In Figure 4.1, the solid line represents 
the curve obtained by the expressions derived in this thesis, the dotted one is 
the result derived in [1], and the discrete points indicated by ‘o ,-f,x ,* ’ are the 
results of the experiment performed by [2].

As it can be observed, the result predicted by this work is in very good 
agreement with the experiment. Furthermore, although the particular condi
tions for which the experimental data in [2] was collected, are not affected by 
the finite size of the lens, in most situations this is a very important parame
ter.. The theory presented in [1] does not take the finite size of the lens into 
account.

The main results of this thesis can be summarized as;

1) The functional form of mean of PSF is; , where x is the absolute
value of the difference between the source ( in iiruige plane coordinates) and the
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Figure 4.1: OTF versus spalinl frequency (i/inin), (height=50rn,
C,̂  =  4.82a;10“ ^̂  X=550nm, z=llkin )

obscrvalioii |joiiil. The relalioirship between the constant (I2 and is stated 
in section 3.4.

2) The resolution of tlie system is a function of the strength of the turbu
lence as well as the diameter of the aperture stop. Increasing the diameter of 
the aperture stop ( which also increases the cost ) beyond a predefined value 
(which is a function of the turbulence strength) gains nothing in terms of the 
resolution (This result is cited in the literature by many authors).

3) The A'o value has signiiicaiit effect on the re.solution of the .system. Mak
ing Ko as large as possible (i.e., decreasing the altitude of the system) improves 
the resolution with other system parameters remaining unchanged. However,

is also highly de|)cndent on elevation, which, combined with the variation in 
« 0, makes the total resolution of the system decrease with increasing elevation 
above ground.

4) The variance of PSF is maximum at the peak of the mean.

5) The correlation function decreases either when the distance between the 
image points increase given that the source points are coincident, or when
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the distance between source points increase if the image points cire coincident, 
which is consistent with the general behavior of correlation functions.

This thesis can b(i a starting ])oint of a variety of future research projects. 
Some of which is listed below;

1) In parallel with increasing computational speed, the expressions given 
for the variance iind covariance of the PSF can be evaluated using a large set 
of systiun |)a.ram('.ters. Such an extensive set of results would give considerable 
insight into tlie behavior of the .second order statistics of a PShh

2) From the point of image processing, the mean and variance results can 
be used in image reconstruction algorithms. There are a lot of reconstruc
tion techniques for turbulence degraded images one of which is given in [14]. 
This technique directly requires the results driven in this thesis, since it gives 
the frequency response of a Wiener fdter when the mean and the covariance 
function of the P.SF of an imaging .system is known.

3) The effect of polychromatic illumination on the statistics of the PSF may 
be investigated.

4) A formulation may be investigated for a more straightforward specifica
tion of a short exposure PSl·̂  statistics.
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Appendix A

111 this appendix, (2.15) is derived. 

Using the change of variables

£ =  p - p

V =  (p +  P )/^

in (2.13) we have,

E[hi[p  ̂p')] = f de '"/o'" <'««'W.(«)[i--̂ o(£k1«)l
f  d7] ¿p{i] -\- -  f) (A .l)

/

For a circular ¡nipil function with diameter D, it is easy to show that,

f [<^<'»-'(1) -  S \ / i " -^ (W i  it iii < -Ddp h(p  +  ^)/*('7 -  |)
otherwise

(A.2)

Substituting (A.2) into (A .l), we have,

Jd[hi {p ,p ' ) ]  =  i  de e J o ( ^ ^ 4 y ^ e ) ( c t > 5 - i ; ^  -
J 0

—47T^k^zJ^ dt dn do (ten)] (A.3)

Since (A.3) depends only on \p — p'\, it represents a. shift invariant impulse 
response.
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Appendix B

In [10] an expression for \{PiP)'^\{paiPa )] been given. Here, following 
similar sleps as [10] an expression for E[^ i {p p̂ ) ^ i [paiPa )\ be derived.

It is shown in [10] that,

T / -  \ I  1 - f f  / \ T r / ff / v C  ' ' .

*'<’ ·’ ) = m W )  /  ^
A *

where Uo{v , f  ) =  , ni{y ) is the random fluctuations of the refractive
index of the atmosphere, and all position vectors are members of a 3-D space. 
Throughout this thesis, the symbol r is used to represent a vector in a 3-D 
space, whereas p is used for a vector in a 2-D plane.

j k \ r  —  f

Using (B .l) and invoking the paraxial approximation (B .l) can be written
as;

(B-2)

where all the position vectors (i.c., / / ,  pA·, p\) lie on a transverse plane
perpendicular to the predominant direction of propagation. The p and p  ̂
vectors arc assumed to be on the 2 =  0 plane, and p and pA points are assumed 
to be on a plane located at a distance of 2  meters from the 2  =  0 plane.

Using (B.2), and assuming that ni is a stationary random variable, the 
exj)ression for i{pi P i{pA)Pa )] written as;

,zk^,
^i'i’ iiP^P)'^i {Pa ,Pa )] =  ^-py+iPA-p'^y] J  (B.3)

As defined in section 1.3, k is the wavenumber vector with units of radians per 
meter, and Q is given by;

., ff fff ̂  n hn jn ̂
I m / n III

z  z  ( z — z  ) ( z — z  )

ff o f o , v9 J \2 I2z 2 ( z - z ) 2z 2 { z - z " ) (B .4 )
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where,

F„(/c, z -  z " )  =  j  dpf B n ip / ,z ' '  -  (B.5)

In (B.5) Bn{vj-,z' — z ” ) is defined as;

BAvs.z" -  z " )  = I W "  -  v \ ^ " -  =  î ’ [n .(r")n ,(r"')] (B.6)

Confonning 1,0 I,lie nolalion introduced in (B.4), z ' and z "  arc the cornponents 
of r' and r"' along the direction of propagation, and p' and p " are the cotn- 
I)onents on the transverse plane i)er|)endicular to the direction of propagation.

After evaluating the p and p" integrals in (B.4) and with some simplifica
tion, the Q function turns out to be

Kf Z

n  . / //

dz
. |/;c|2 //  //  / / /  / / /)+* )]

f? i- " (B.7)

With the new integral variables defined as.
// /// 

e =■ z — z
n nt.z + z  ) / 2

and neglecting the terms tluit involve e in the exponent (because Fn{^, kl) is 
nonzero only when [e] is on the order of /, where I is the scale length of the 
inhoinogeneities, and kl <C 1 [10])j final expression for the Q lunction
comes out to be,

g(Ac) = - (  — / %/ ; /  r  de
kz Jo Jo

(B.8)

where p[i =  p -  p\ and pd -  p -  Pa -

It is given in [6] that
poo
/  Fn{k,e)de =  7T^n{k') 

Jo

where 4>n(K) is the spectral density of the index of refraction fluctuations. Using 
this result, and defining t as t =  the expression for E['l!/i{p,p)^i{pA,p^)] 
becomes

hA^İ{P,P')^i {Pa ,P'a )] =
(B.9)
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(U.IO)

The expression of E[^i{p,p)'i ’ *i{pA,PA)] which is given in [10] is also used 
ill this work, so it is restated here for convenience;

jE['Hi{p,p )'^^\{рл,Рл)] =  4тгЧ-' г̂ /  (Ik 1сФ „(к) /  dt Joi\tpd +  (1 -Jo Jo
(B .ll)

II п\ is assuiiK'd lo Ix̂  iso lropic, iu r i is  out to Ixi,
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Appendix C

Here, an expression for the function F\
I I ·  ·

,  ,  — ft V ~ p  A 1 ~~p A XF =  (p .-t̂ )+'*'(p >-;^)+'*' (p

is obtained.

(C .l)

It is known [10] that, if /  =  log{y) is a rcuidom variable of order 7ii with 
mean F [ /j  and mean square F[/^ j, than E[y] can be written as,

E[y] =

which is correct through terms of order nf.

(C.2)

Using (C.2), and the fact that =  tki +  [Rytov solution], (C .l) can be 
written as.

r / It — V , * /  fff — P A  ̂ ~ P  /E =  >~^)+'‘'2(p --^)+'1'2(7' — )1

62
1 ŵ-rr ,  / H — V  ̂  ̂ —li X T / ~ P  A \ T * /  ~ P  A.-;^)+'i'i(p .-t/)+'1'i (p .-^ )] (C.3)

It is stated in [10] that the and 2"'̂  order Rytov solutions are related

•>y;
E[^,] =  -E[\^,\'^]

Consequently, using (C.4) in (C.3) we have.

d l̂'I'di'· .^)'I'i*(P
nm —p >

m /JC .^)'l'i(p"".^)l
nt - ^ x  ~P/

(C.4)

(C..5)

Substituting (B.IO) and (13.11) in (C.5) we obtain,

y? _  g-47r^Fz dt dnn̂ „{K)Jc
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Figure C .l: /c<I)h(/<·) versus k  (Ĉ f =  10"̂ ® D =  0.2 m, A =  550 nm,
d'i =  2.052 7/i, 2 =  hkm, kq =  27t/3 , k„i =  29C0, nud Jti. =  l/77 j

where

/ e =  2 - M i \ p - p ' \ K ) - M i \ p - p  |k)

-  i) +  t{p" -

- 1 ) + i{p -  p 'l l^ )

- M \ ^ ^ { t - l )  + t{p"-p"")\K)

+ M r - ^ i i -  )̂ + i(P - P  )|«)e (C.7)

At this point we will use some approximations to simplify the above equa
tion. Figure C.l shows /ctl>„(/c) as a function of k. A s it is seen, for k > 20 this 
function becomes very close to zero. Consequently,

Eu =  l i t  -

has its maximum value A’’/“'"' when t =  | and k  =  20;

zX 1

(C.8)

AT“’; =  — -400 (C.9)
 ̂ 2ir A
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VVlicn < 0 .1 , the exponential terms that appear in the and the last
terms of (C.7) has no eifect. Thus, they can he taken as unity if the following 
condition is met;

zA
2тг

100 < 0.1 Az < 27t10-^ (C.IO)

hor o))tical fre(juencies this restriction can easily be met for all practical 
propaga.tion distances z. Hence, the exponential terms in (C.7) can be ne
glected. Thus we have,

2 - M L \ f  - f ' \ K ) - M L \ f "  - V ...|/c)

- 1 )  +  i(p" -  / " ) ! « )

+  - P  ) И  ( C -ii)

which together with (C.6) provides an analytical expression for (C .l).
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Appendix D

111 lliis apjieiKlix, a polynomial fit to the function defined in (2.20) is
derived.

Let

where
Jo

ij'biO] = i z
W ) Y  +  Pi

(D .l)

(D.2)

Substituting 'y(t) =  |cv/ +  fd\Ko into (D.2), the expression for l' turns out to
be,

/ ® /■·
I = T  dt

- 2npi
txJo t̂ \dc\̂ Kl +  2 t{a.ii)Kl +  W kI + p ,̂

The t integral in (D.3) can be calculated, and (D .l) can be written as.

(D.3)

I =
5E f) —¿1
1=1

E L i U a ^  0

i f a  =  0 , ^
. . . . . .  . . (D.4)

W h(: re

Finally,

d =  \J\dt\^nl{Wnl+p'i) -  [oi-ISŷ Ho

«0
is the desired numerical fit to /(cv,/i) whose coefficients are, 

r, =-0.2578, Pi =-4.C881 

7-2 -  0.3908, P2 =-1.85C2 

7-3 = 0.0967, p·^ =-0.8786

7-4 =  0.0091, ;i4 =-0.2831

(D.5)
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?-5 =  0.0001, P5 =-0.0458
With these coefficients, the error ( defined as I I  ) li^ost on the

order of 10 which is quite acceptable.
0̂
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Appendix E

I  ̂ , n  m  ^

111 this appciiflix, the correlation function (2.16);

^̂ [ >̂'l{p,p)l>'iiPATPA)] = S dp" f  dfj" f  dp'" f  {pa- p̂ )-(p - p ))

U f n ^ ; { p l ^ p ' ' K i p ... (K-i)

is inoclified for the sake of increasing the speed of the numerical calculations.

The expression for the function F was given in (2.18);

(E.2)

where

/e =  2 -  Jo{t\p" -  p " \ k ) -  Jo{t\p"" -  /'"I«:)

- 1 )  +  t{P -  P.. )|«)

+ J o { \ ^ { t  -  i ) +  i {p ' -  p ....) | k ) (E.3)

In the above expression, each integral variable has one x and one y compo
nent, wlticli are in the range [—7 , 7 ], where D is the diameter of the pupil.

Changing the integral variables;
_  J !  - I l l
£1 =  P -  p

V i - i p " + p " ') /2
-  -H U  -H i l l

£2 = P  -  P

fl2 = { r + P ... )/2

and defining new integral variables only for pi and 7/2

u = pi -  p2

V =  (7/1 +  7/2)72

T5

(E.4)

(E.5)



the following expression for (E .l) is obtained;

r= J dsi J de2 j  (E.6)

where

(E.7)

and

/e —  — Jo{t\e2\n)

~ i) + t{u + ^ ^ )|/c )

- ^ o ( l ^ # ( < - l )  + i («  +  ^ ) l « )  

- • ' o d ^ i ' -  1) + '(fi -  ^ ) W )  

+ M r ^ { ‘ -  i)  +  t{u -  s ^ ) \ n )

r/i f 1.., /... /_ 2̂\ */_
-  J  f-p(v + 2 +  y )^p('*̂ 2 ~ ~  2 2

(E.8)

f )  (E-9)

In (E.C) the X and y components of ei and 62 (i-e., 6 ix,e2x,€iy,e2y) are 
between —D and D, the x component of u (i.e., u )̂ is between —[r(eix) +  
i’ (£2x·)] b’(£ix) +  t{£ix)] and the y component of u (i.e., xiy) is between
-[»•(eip) +  ' ‘(e-ij/)] and [r(eiy) +  r{s2y)] where

D -  |u| 
’̂(« ) =  — 2̂

Referring to (E.9), tlie range for the x component of v (i.e., Vx) is given 
below. To find the range for the y component, just change the x indices to y's.

If ?’(£ix) > r{e2x) :
Ux Ux ,

Uxc[r{eix) +  v{e2x),r{eix) -  v{e2x)] Ux-e[-r(e2x) +  y ,r (e ix .)  -  y ]

u. u.

u

Uxc[r{eix) -  r(e2x),r{e2x) -  7-(£ix)] 'yx-c[-r(£2x) +  y , ? ’(£:2x) +  y ]

U  XI

x(-[r{e2x) -  ? ' ( £ l x ) >  - K ^ 2 x )  -  r ( £ l x · ) ]  W x . e [ - 7 ' ( £ u · )  -  y , r ( £ 2 x · )  +  y ]

Y r ( £ ] x . )  <  r{S2x) :

 ̂ U/

< x - c [ ? ' ( £ i x )  - f  ?’ ( £ 2 x ) , / ' ( £ 2 x · )  -  r ( £ i x · ) ]  V ; r c [ - r ( £ 2 x · )  T y ,r ( e ix )  -  - ^ ]
U _ x ,

2
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X.L Uiix4 '̂{e2x) -  r{eu-),r{ei^) -  v{e2x)] ^  'yxe[-r(eia;) -  y ,r (£ i^ )  -  y ]
-  '̂{£-2x), -r(£|x.) -  r(£2,,.)] => V,,(.[-r{eu^ -  y , r ( £ 2x·) +  y ]

In order to numerically evaluate the expression for tlie correlation function, 
the e'l, 62 and u integrals of (15.6) were approximated by 11x11 points, and v 
integral was approximated by 15x15 points.
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